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An effort to capture some loose ends and think about the unresolved issues

ritchcutts <ritchcutts@aol.com>
Fri 7/31/2020 3:18 PM
To:  Pam Helinek <phelinek@townofhudson.org>
Hello Pam,

Its Rebecca Cutting.  In light of the narrowing of issue discussion at the July 16th hearing I thought I would try (as you have already) to see what might still
be outstanding and to think on paper about options for apparently irresolvable issues.

Before I get to that can you confirm that the Stormwater Poll. Preventn Plan was filed by Katie Kinsella?   Can it be posted?  Cant seem to find it on the
Commission's web site.

Rounding up "Loose Ends" and Options for Refusals and  Unanswered Qs

            From the DEP Tech Comments
Vernal Pool Specialist:     As I mentioned in my comments at the July 16th hearing.  I think the Commission might want to have some of its own candidates
for the DEP Tech Comments suggestion of                                                     an onsite/oncall Vernal Pool Specialist with expertise in the particular protected
species in the area.  I was taken aback by Kinsella saying they do training.  
                                               What one wants is someone who has a graduate degree in the topic not someone you train.

Leaf Blowing into VPools:   If any training in VPools is in order it should be for  DCR maintenance crews who should not be blowing sticks and leaves (and
dust, soil, dog feces etc) into any VPools.  
                                            Its would be quite easy to mark the Vernal Pool areas on a field plan and even set out markers for areas to avoid blowing into
with something like snow posts or marks on                                                   trees akin to trail markers.
                                            There are so many VPools in Hudson and Sudbury it's remarkable.  Especially (and unfortunately) due to their being right at the
toe of the railbed slope (2 ft - 4 ft etc).

Culvert Upgrades:  Kudos to all of you for making such a sustained and reasonable effort to bring Eversource to compromise since they are refusing to
replace them as mitigation.
                               I agree with WDA that they should at the very least reinspect using cameras and have the structural engineer certify by stamping a
report as to their ability to support the                                                      transmission line.  I join the Commission in its concern for the construction impacts
of the heavy equipment proposed to be used over these fragile antique pipes.
                                 Table 4 fails to describe the source of its findings and provides no engineering support for them.  As the hearing demonstrated,
reasonable minds can differ as your peer reviewer                                      suggested a more recent engineering evaluation and a certification of the load
bearing capacity..
                                 This seems especially important since in one case there's only 1.25 feet of cover between the pipe and the duct.

                                However, even if Eversource were to do a pre-construction inspection, it turns out that DCR not Eversource is responsible to repair
according to the hearing response by Jahnige.                                    This is startling news if DCR has no funding except for the construction of the paved
surface until FY 2023 (as J said).  
                                If there is a failure and the duct bank is undermined, does this mean that Eversource will not take responsibility for ensuring the integrity
of the duct bank?  Something's not right                                      here.  I know Hager said the duct bank was fine but if this area is a flooding bottleneck as
Brian O'Neill described, quite a bit of railbed could wash away if the culvert were to be                                          compromised.   Cutting the tree in one of
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the culverts may not help if the stump and roots rot creating weak points.  Seems a bit slap dash.  Storm damage control, pollution                                         
    prevention... wetlands can only handle so much.  Is either of these culverts near public or private water supplies, Zone II?  sensitive biota?

                                As you and this very capable Commission well know, you are in charge of determining the appropriate conditions for wetlands
protection, not Eversource, not DCR.  So the 
                                problem becomes how to condition this project when you have Applicant(s) who say "No" to them, and "No" to compromise.  You have
to make the best decision regardless and                                      ensure that condition is based on sound facts rooted in the WPA.  
                                The fact that MassDEP suggested culvert replacement as mitigation is good but will it be enough in an appeal?  It's the battle of the
structural  engineers.  I think the facts are on                                       your side.  
                                Are the risks of letting them have their way too great?  Its the repeated argument on this railbed: it's been here forever and hasn't
,moved (ditto railbed contaminants) so it's                                             fine to stay as is.  You have your peer reviewer saying otherwise viz., "its not typical"
contrary to Fogel's assertion.  Civil War era culverts?

                                I also agree with WDA that a contingency plan seems quite reasonable or a prospective condition that requires a refiling should the
culverts be damaged or fail.
                                I suppose it should come from DCR as Jahnige says they will be responsible for repairs. What happens if Eversource's construction
activities cause culvert failure?  
                                We don't even have the vegetation management MOU required by the EFSB or the Soil and Groundwater Management Plan. So this
appears to be yet another non-response
                                that puts the Commission in the position of determining the most reasonable condition for wetland protection over the applicants'
objections and despite their refusal to compromise.

            Stream Crossing Standards and 401 Certification may be relevant to these culverts as they clearly do not qualify for the standards.  Replacing them
would be important mitigation and is practicable and practical.  Can the Applicants qualify for 401 Certification under the ACOE Genl Construction Permit
without replacing these culverts? [discussed in DEP Tech Comments]
Conversation with ACOE to see if this could move the Applicants on replacement?  My understanding from conversations with reviewing Wetlands (DEP)
Staff is that the alterations to Waters of the US for purposes of the 401 Water Quality Certification should be added together for the entire project i.e., both
Sudbury and Hudson to determine if they are under the 5000 sf threshold or will need an individual WQC.  My understanding is that certain temporary
impacts should be included.

Herbicide Use

We've gone over this quite a bit.  Only one thing remains unclear which is will DCR agree to refrain from their promised limited use only for persistent,
safety threat invasives such as poison ivy, bittersweet, japanese knotweed, in Zone IIs?

I thought the Perpetual Condition #41 in the Stow OOC that provides: "If the Town of Hudson restricts the use of herbicides within the Zone 2 of the
Cranberry water supply well, these restrictions shall also apply within the Stow portion of the Zone 2."  Remarkable.  Wanted to keep it on your list to
remember.

And I was thinking this condition should also apply to the other Zone II in Hudson that the ROW passes through... Chestnut St and Kane as it too is under
seige from contaminants and is a larger and much more productive aquifer.

Soil and Groundwater Disposal and Management

The Final Soil and Groundwater Management Plan was on your list of outstanding documents so it may resolve some issues.

We did finally get resolution on how the excess railbed soils will be handled last Thursday when Eversource said they would be taken off-site.  This was the
18,880 cyds of excess soils that at one point they proposed to take into Sudbury.  It appears this proposal is now off the table.
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This leaves the railbed soils that will be backfilled and the "residential to residential" soils (under the DEP Rail Trail BMPs)  answers we've been getting. 
This remains unclear to me although I believe we now have confirmation from Mike Hager at the last hearing that they wont be hauling such soils over town
lines.    However, we still don't know the details on stockpiling regarding length of time on the bed and locations on the bed.  At one point Bev Shultz said
they would only store excavated railbed soils on the ROW overnight so that they could be characterized for off-site disposal... this doesnt cover the backfill
staying on site.  The EFSB decision discusses what Eversource proposed in those hearings:  that excess excavated soils "will be pre-characterized and
directly removed from the Project area...and be presampled and direct shippped to its ultimate disposal location... they will not be stored for any reuse.".

However, at present we have no information on how long such soils will be stored on site and where these temporary storage sites will be.  How near or far
from wetlands?   I suggest that these sites be identified now even if tentative (with Commission review if moved) and that it be clear how far they must be
from wetlands, not in Buffer, not in protected habitat or adjacent to Vernal Pools and so on. Particularly since they say they will dewater into BLSF?  really? 
I have spoken to DEP about reasonable practices for working in these specific areas of known contamination; both Hudson wellfields (Kane and
Cranberry).  They are most concerned with the Chestnut Street wellfield as it too is contaminated with PFAS which Eversource did not sample for. in either
location.  DEP believes it is prudent to determine where the project will be extracting or encountering groundwater contamination now and that those
locations be tested for PFAS now so that management strategies can be developed to avoid risk to wetlands and water supply.  Fogel says they will not
conduct additional sampling because it is not their responsibility, it is Precision's.  What he omits is that while Precision may be responsible for the release it
will not be responsible for conditions created by Eversource's construction activities.  This seems remarkably clear.


